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Relating Gravity, Density, Topography and State of Stress Inside a Planet B. Valette LGIT, IRD, Université de Savoie, F-73376 Le Bourget du Lac Cedex, France. e-mail: [email protected] F. Chambat ENS Lyon, LST, 46, Allée d’Italie, F-69364 Lyon Cedex 07, France. e-mail: [email protected] Abstract. Current interpretations of gravimetric and topographic data rely either on isostasy or on thin plate bending theory. Introducing a fluid rheology constitutes an alternative for global interpretation. In this paper, we present a method that enables to directly relate gravity to deviatoric stresses without any rheological assumption. The relation is obtained by perturbing the equilibrium equation and Poisson’s equation around a static spherical configuration, and by introducing a set of suited variables. Namely, we consider the density variation over the equipotential surfaces and the height of interfaces above their corresponding equipotential surfaces. The Backus decomposition of second-order tensors in scalar potentials (Backus 1966) is also found to be very useful. Finally, we show that the method can provide a way to infer strength differences and crustal thickness in a way that generalizes the isostasy approach. Keywords. Perturbation, topography, Clairaut’s equation, gravity, stress, density.



1 Setting the Problem The relation between the shape of planets and the equilibrium equation has been intensively studied in the hydrostatic context. This has yielded, since Clairaut’s work, the classical studies on equilibrium figures. In other respects, the local gravimetric and topographic data are usually interpreted in the framework of isostasy or of plate bending theory. In global approaches, the gravity potential is commonly related to density and to discontinuity topographies through a first-order Eulerian perturbation. Moreover it has become usual to consider a Newtonian fluid rheology in order to relate topography to density variations and to interpret tomographic images in terms of density and gravity. In this paper we adopt a starting point of view similar to that of Backus (1967) or Dahlen (1981) and refer to the ambient state of stress, without any rheologi-



cal consideration. Thus we avoid to consider a physical process and to define an initial thermodynamical configuration with the complications it implies. Our aim is only to determine the relations that can be established with the ambient state of stress. More precisely, let us consider a planet occupying the domain of the space refered to a co-rotating frame located at the centre of mass of the body. Our purpose is to explain how the gravity field of the planet can be written in terms of stress instead of density field, independantly of any rheological law. It consists in solving together Poisson’s equation:
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while satisfying the usual boundary conditions:
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    where , , , , grad , , ' denote the position-



vector, the density, the gravitational constant, the gravity potential, the gravity vector, the (constant) rotation vector and the Cauchy stress tensor, respectively. denotes the jump across the closed interfaces , including the outer boundary , oriented by the unit normal vector field . In order to solve this system we use a perturbation method because: (a) Equation (2) depends non-linearly on ; (b) the shape is involved in the solutions of the equations; (c) planets have a quasi-spherical symmetry. The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we set up the shape perturbation formalism. Section 3 is devoted to the perturbation of Poisson’s equation and to the generalization of Clairaut’s equation by introducing non-hydrostatic variables. Section 4 is devoted to the perturbation of the equilibrium equation and to the expression of the non-hydrostatic
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variables as functions of the Backus potentials of the deviatoric stress tensor. Finally, in section 5 we outline an inversion scheme of gravity and topography models, considered as data, that relies on the global minimization of the strength difference. Minimizing the deviatoric stress was also considered by Dahlen (1981, 1982) as a possible interpretation of isostasy.



2 Perturbation Formalism Let us begin by defining the reference hydrostatic spherical configuration as in Chambat & Valette (2001). To this purpose, we first consider a continuous set of surfaces which interpolate the interfaces from the centre of mass to the boundary . Secondly, let us define the mean radius of as the angular average of the distance of the centre of mass to the points of . Let us denote by the mean radius of . We can now define the mean density as the angular average of over . The potential and the pressure are finally deduced through equations (1-5) with I , and . Now, the real configuration must be related to the reference one by introducing a continuous evolution. The physical parameters can be derived from the reference ones through a Taylor expansion which defines the perturbations to the different orders. The deformation of the domain is parameterized by a scalar ranging from 0, for the reference domain , to 1 for the real domain , and which can be thought of as a virtual time. More precisely, let us consider a mapping: with , . For any regular tensor field we consider a mapping: with corresponding to the reference field in and to the real one in . The order Lagrangian displacement is defined as:
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From the definition, it is clear that the Eulerian perturbations commutate with the spatial differentiations. Consider now a scalar field , a vector field and a symmetric second order tensor field . The following usual first-order relations hold:
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A  !  , 1= -    !C  3  =  3 Generalizing Clairaut’s Equation G  The purpose of this section is to explain how Pois   36? son’s equation can be solved in a way which allows  to generalize Clairaut’s equation. This is done by introducing new variables which permit to separate to    d      "!#  pographies from equipotential heights and to idend     tify non-hydrostatic density repartition. The clasG and the Eulerian, respectively Lagrangian, order sical way to solve Poisson’s equation in a quasiperturbation of  as: spherical geometry is to use a perturbation approach  between the non-rotating mean model and the as$ &%     J   3.   ( "!#   , and pherical model rotating with angular velocity J'  $%  to consider the $ Eulerian perturbation of potential % and of density . This leads to: $ ()     d   .    ( "!# +* P  $   0      Q 
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where and denote colatitude and longitude, respectively. For instance: 
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Differentiating (36) with respect to 0 yields:
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Following Poincaré (1902, p. 84), Hnow we will show JI G that and remains close to and to respectively and that F(r) is a fundamental matrix of (24) for .
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I  and I  3.2 Setting Bounds on      , i.e., Let us assume that, for any  ,             or that  is decreasing with that   . Note that thisdensity. hypothesis is weaker than the one of 
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